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T he ITC Pumped Storage Project is proposed as a renewable energy source, using
groundwater to turn huge turbines that generate electricity.

Water to Power the Southwest Grid? Here Comes the Big Chino!
by Chuck Budinger

The facility will consist of two reservoirs, connecting tunnels, a

power plant and ancillary structures for operation and access. Its pur-

pose is to provide electricity for a region ofArizona, Nevada, and

Southern California during peak-use hours. ITC is the largest electricity

transmission company in the US, currently with eight pumped-storage

facilities around the country, nearly all in water-rich areas like the

Northeast and Great Lakes regions. It is owned by the Canadian utility

Fortis.

To date only a Pre-Application Document has been posted on the

company's website (bigchinovalleypumpedstorage. com). The information

presented there is general and proposed, not the final word on the

design or operation of the facility. A schedule of future milestones for

licensing can be found on the website.

Most renewable energy sources do not generate power on demand,

and rarely during normal day-use hours, as do oil/gas/coal plants.

Simply stated (or maybe to oversimply), the ITC project in the Big

Chino watershed will “flush” water from the upper reservoir twice a day

to satisfy peak demand for power in the Southwest. How the ITC facility

will fit into the energy-supply niche will have to wait for final licensing

or the Environmental Impact Study (EIS).

Some early public presentations floated the idea that water could be

pumped uphill using solar or some other renewable source of energy.

No commitment was made, but it allowed the proposal to take on the

aura of "green" technology. Page two of the Pre-Application Document

(PAD) says the water will be pumped to the upper reservoir using excess

electricity from the grid during off-peak times, with no mention of en-

ergy use during the initial fill. I assume it would be the same source as

that for daily operations.

Would this kind of facility work better with a fossil-fuel infrastruc-

ture, rather than other, wildly variant and unreliable renewable sources,

such as wind and solar?

Renewable (“green”) technology seems to be expanding in a chaotic

manner. Solar, when active, can provide power in a range of25-65% of

the reliability of coal or oil power plants, according to studies conducted

by Idaho Power. On any given day there could be a significant shortfall

of power for a certain region, or significant overproduction. How a

“flush a day” generating 2000MW will support the system is unclear.

Idaho is facing a sustainability problem. State law requires big

power companies to buy renewable energy. As of2015 Idaho Power had

already achieved maximum generation with several new renewable pro-

jects in line to generate — with no new demand. The Big Chino

project could find itself in the same situation: trying to manage fluctu-

ating energy supply to the grid. In other words, how can ITC respond

with the right amount ofpower per day if the main sources (wind, solar,

and hydro) are so unpredictable and unreliable? For example, will it

need to flush only 75% of the reservoir one day, but 100% the next? It

seems difficult to calculate the megawatts needed to fill in the “short-

fall niche” throughout the grid.

Water will be pumped from the Big Chino Valley Aquifer to one of

two very large reservoirs, including tunnels and penstock volumes. The

“initial” fill ofwater is a total of 29,000 acre-feet (one acre one foot

deep with water, or 325,851 gallons). But, the initial fill is not the only

initial fill. ITC will have to fill, then test, then refill as needed.

ITC has a schedule for the initial fill of up to two years. This de-

pends on three favorable factors: aquifer pumping capacity (the

availability of a well to extract from the aquifer soils or rock and not



cause the water table to draw below the pump depth), aquifer yield (the

amount ofwater available for transmitting to a well), and availability of

energy during the fill. If solar is used for the initial fill, there could be

days in which the pumping rate would not be reached, extending the

time it takes to fill the reservoirs. The same would apply to operation: if

the excess electrical capacity fails to reach a certain level from unreliable

solar sources, there may not be enough water to “flush,” or to generate

the power needed during that day’s peak demand. This is speculative, of

course, but issues like energy-source reliability must be realistically

demonstrated and understood by the public.

The Big Chino aquifer is huge and contains hundreds of thousands

of acre-feet ofwater. But can it all be extracted at a predictable and de-

sirable rate? For example, if the aquifer around the Big Chino Project is

saturated with water in substantial quantities, will the pores of the soil

be connected sufficiently provide water to a well? From some studies, it

appears as though the soil in the area could be sufficiently fine to hold

onto the water rather than let it flow as it would in a fracture or sand

aquifer. If this is the case, the aquifer will be depleted faster than anti-

cipated, and slower to recharge after pumping. The resulting effect is

not depletion of the water in the aquifer, but could mean a significant

reduction in available water for annual replenishment, perhaps a delay

in the initial fill, and a possible reduction in available water for other

uses, such as supplying the Prescott Big Chino Water Ranch, feeding

the Verde River, or providing well water for local ranches and homes.

Is a project that declares itself “green” and sustainable worth the risk

of significantly impacting a future water source? What are the legal and

practical implications for the rights attached to it for other users? Is it

worth risking our future water supply for questionable reliability that

may either use more water than needed or, on the other hand, not ad-

equately supply power to the grid with an increasingly unpredictable

and unmanageable source of energy?

These are questions to be considered once the EIS comes out, and

the public will be expected to understand a complicated new energy in-

dustry. Will it, or will it not, be green and sustainable?

Chuck Budinger has been a member ofthe Mayor's Vision 2050 Commit-
tee forWater, and oftheWatershedImprovement Council sponsoredby the
City andPrescott Creeks. He sits on an advisory committee to the County
Planning Organization promoting wildlife habitat andpreservation.
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